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In the Beginning of the Beginning

O

pen the Bible to the first book, first chapter, first line. Notice: it says nothing
about Christ dying for our sins, nothing about the Second Coming, nothing
about His bodily resurrection from the grave. It says nothing about the state of
the dead, the Day of Atonement, or even the seventh-day Sabbath.
The first words of the Bible don’t talk about these teachings because they, and the
truths associated with them, are meaningless apart from what the first words of the Bible
do talk about—and that is, “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.”
Creation is the foundational truth of Scripture. All other biblical teachings—the
Incarnation, the Cross, and the Second Coming—are founded upon the truth that
our world was created by the Lord.
That’s why Creation appears not only in the opening pages of the Bible but in
the first five books of Moses, in the prophets, in the Psalms, in the Gospels, in the
Epistles, in Acts, and in Revelation. And, in almost all cases, the theological context
demands that it be taken literally.
For instance, Paul wrote that “death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over
those who had not sinned according to the likeness of the transgression of Adam,
who is a type of Him who was to come” (Rom. 5:14, NKJV). Paul not only links a
literal Adam to a literal Jesus, but his context in Romans 5 ties that link to the plan
of salvation, a crucial doctrine that we understand in the most literal sense, as well:
we are fallen beings who face eternal destruction or eternal life.
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And here’s Jesus Himself quoting from Genesis 1 and 2: “And He answered and said
to them, ‘Have you not read that He who made them at the beginning “made them
male and female,” and said, “For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother and
be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh”? So then, they are no longer
two but one flesh’ ” (Matt. 19:4–6, NKJV). If Jesus accepted and taught the Creation
account as literal, how can those who claim to be His followers do otherwise?
Our name, Seventh-day Adventist, itself bears direct witness to a six-day Creation.
Though some voices may urge us to incorporate evolution into our theology, Seventh-day Adventistism and As we go through
Darwinism are inherently contradictory. Logically, one this quarter, we’ll
cannot hold both views at the same time.
see even more reaThus, this quarter’s lessons delve into the doctrine
of creation as depicted in Genesis 1 and 2 and explores sons . . . why to comits implications for a number of our beliefs—includ- promise on Creation
ing morality, sin, marriage, stewardship, and more. is to undermine the
Although working on the assumption that the story is
basis of the gospel
literal, the quarter will show, again and again, how the
central message of the Bible is built upon the historical and the teachings
that make us what
truth of the Creation story.
Take, for instance, the gospel. According to Scripture, we are.
humans were created better than we are now. Jesus came
to rescue us from death brought by the sin of Adam and Eve. But in an evolutionary
model, the Lord incarnates into an evolved ape, created through the vicious and painfully murderous cycle of natural selection, all in order to abolish death, “the last enemy”
(1 Cor. 15:26). But how can death be the “enemy” if it was one of God’s chosen means
for creating humans? The Lord must have expended plenty of dead Homo erectus, Homo
heidelbergensis, and Homo neanderthalensis in order to finally get one in His own image
(Homo sapiens). If evolution were true, then Jesus came to save humankind from the
process that God used to create it in the first place.
We can see here that mixing biblical truths with nonbiblical views generates logical absurdities that should be of concern to the honest seeker of truth. As we go
through this quarter, we’ll see even more reasons why a literal six-day Creation is
essential to all that we believe and why to compromise on Creation is to undermine
the basis of the gospel and the teachings that make us what we are.
					
L. James Gibson is director of the Geoscience Research Institute (www.grisda.org) in
Loma Linda, California. He has written numerous articles on the relationship between
Creation and science.
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